
Tori  Spelling  Calls  Dean
McDermott Her Soul Mate

What  do  you  get  a
man  who  has  everything  as  a  birthday  gift?   For  Dean
McDermott’s  birthday,  wife,  Tori  Spelling,  posted  a  love
letter to him on her website where she called McDermott her
soul mate. “I would dream of you for so long,” Spelling wrote.
“So many represented you. My dad. Every Ken doll I ever played
with. Every prince in every Disney cartoon. The lead character
in every John Hughes film. Not one guy I ever dated. And, then
you became a reality.” According to People, the two who wed in
2006 just welcomed their third child, Hattie.

What are some signs that your partner is “the one”?

Cupid’s Advice:

Everyone is looking for “the one.” So when you find him or
her, hold onto them.  Here are some signs that “the one” may
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be right in front of you:

1. You dream of them: When you’ve found your soul mate, you
spend your days daydreaming about them and your nights unable
to sleep because you’re so excited to be with them.

2. You can’t stop smiling: Those in love are all smiles. When
you  find  “the  one”,  you  may  find  yourself  smiling  at
inappropriate  times  because  you  just  can’t  contain  your
happiness.

3. They dream of you: If they spend as a much time dreaming,
thinking, and smiling about you, they are “the one.”

How do you tell your partner that you think they’re the one?
Share your ideas below.

Tori  Spelling  Says  Her  New
Daughter  Enhanced  Her
Marriage
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Tori  Spelling’s
brood  has  grown  larger,  reports  UsMagazine.com.  Hattie
Margaret,  daughter  of  Tori  Spelling  and  Dean  McDermott,
greeted the world on October 10th. With the new baby came many
surprises.  “[We were] 110 percent sure we were having a boy,”
said Spelling.  Despite the surprises, Spelling feels that her
new baby has brought her closer to McDermott. “The baby wasn’t
planned, but it obviously happened for a reason. Knowing we
were bringing a third life into the world just enhanced our
relationship. The moment I had her, I looked at Dean and fell
in love with him all over again.”

How does having a baby bring you
closer together as a couple?

Cupid’s Advice:

There’s no doubt that having a child can be overwhelming, but
working together to raise your son or daughter can also be a
bonding experience. Here’s why:

1. Challenge: Raising a child comes with obstacles. Tackling
the  challenges  together  will  strengthen  your  relationship,
especially when you’re successful.
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2. New happiness: Children are entertaining, especially when
they’re young. Your baby will bring even more happiness to
your relationship.

3. Stress: Though rewarding, adjusting to life as a parent is
difficult. However, the stress and hardships you encounter as
a couple will ultimately strengthen your bond when you triumph
over them.

Have you had a child that brought you and your partner closer
together? Feel free to leave a comment below.

Tori Spelling Gives Birth to
Third Child

On  Monday,  Tori
Spelling gave birth to her third child, naming her Hattie
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Margaret McDermott, RadarOnline reports.  “Our family is so
happy to announce tht 10/10/11 R baby girl Hattie Margaret
McDermott was born at 7:08 a.m.  She’s amazing!,” Spelling
tweeted.  Her husband, Dean McDermott, also tweeted, “T & I
welcomed  Hattie  Margaret  McDermott  to  the  world  yesterday
morning.  She’s Gorgeous!!”

How does the dynamic change when you add a third child to the
mix of your family?

Cupid’s Advice:

Raising a family can be tough, especially when you’ve just had
your third child.  Here are some changes you’ll experience:

1. More chores: Having three children means there will be more
things to work on: cleaning, feeding and even shopping for
them.

2. Find time: When a new child joins the family, they get most
of the attention.  Make sure to also find time for your two
older children.

3. Creating alliances: You’ll experience jealousy and tantrums
among the children and will find yourself trying to encourage
an alliance between all three.

What are some other changes to watch out for? Share your ideas
below.

Millionaire Matchmaker: Patti
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Stanger  on  Being  Single,
Celebrity  Relationships  and
Love in NYC

By Lori Bizzoco

Can’t get enough of Patti Stanger and her millionaires?  Here
at Cupid’s Pulse, we can’t either.  That’s why we were excited
to talk to her about the upcoming premiere of The Millionaire
Matchmaker.

This season, Patti and her team (Chief Operating Officer,
Destin Pfaff, and his fiancée, Vice President of Matchmaking,
Rachel Federoff), are back in her hometown of Los Angeles,
ready to put their matchmaking skills to work to find love for
those millionaires and one millionairess.  Newly-single and
ready to step out into the dating world again, Patti not only
is looking for love for her clients this season, but she is
also on the prowl herself, looking for her very own “Mr.
Right.”
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That’s right! Patti is back and she’s skinnier, nicer and
single as ever!  Cupid’s Pulse participated in a recent media
conference call where Patti offered some words of wisdom and
insight on what we can expect to see this season:

This season, you’re going to be featured on dates.  Can you
tell us about your experience?

Yes.  In the 13th episode, I actually date and do the mixer
process.  It was the scariest time of my life. When I’m
dating, I am a totally different Patti.  I’m soft, subdued,
and submissive — completely different than business Patti.  My
ex used to ask, “Can we switch the business mode off and go
back to sweet Patti?”  My show-runner turned to me one day and
said, “No one is going to believe you. They are going to think
you are acting.”  I’m very quiet when I date – that’s just how
I am.

Related Link: Find Out Why You’re Single

Is there something now you realize about dating on-camera that
you didn’t before?

Yes.  I’ve realized that I usually tend to date down. I’ve
never dated a rich guy.  This guy I met on the show is
probably one of the richest guys that I’ve dated, and he isn’t
even that rich. I think I would like to date a millionaire,
but I think it would be nice if I did it off-camera. I’d like
to date someone who makes equal or more money than me and
romances me that way, but I haven’t met anyone like that. I
would  still  have  to  be  sexually  attracted  to  them.  One
question on my application is: “Would you rather have looks or
money?” I’m a looks-person, whereas a money-person is someone
who doesn’t care about that. The reason that I say that is,
getting looks and money together is really hard to find.  It
is never easy, especially at my age.

What are your thoughts about having a baby?
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I would not have a baby without a man. It’s not that I
couldn’t, but I wouldn’t feel comfortable. I am adopted, and
my mom was married three times. I had a lot of issues with
that. I’ve wanted a kid forever, and I’ve wanted to adopt, but
I want to have a partner when I do it.

How did guest stars Jenny McCarthy, Tori Spelling, and Perez
Hilton impact your show this season?

Jenny is one of my closest friends. Actually, she was one of
my first famous friends. She comes on the show to help a guy
who is kind of a nerd in Silicon Valley find his sex appeal
and figure out what to say on a date.

Tori is on the second episode. We have a multi-millionaire who
believes that when you’re pregnant, you have to stop working
and never work again. He doesn’t think that you can do both at
the same time. So I wanted to show him that Tori didn’t live
off her family’s money. She built her own career, and she
didn’t marry rich. Tori proves that you can work and also have
babies — and chickens too (she has an animal farm in her
house)!

I really wanted Perez to date, but he didn’t want to do it on
camera, so we met at his house. He is adorable and lost all
that  weight,  so  he  looks  hot  and  happening.  He  actually
interviewed me for his online show and asked a lot of personal
questions.  He  really  has  an  ear  for  music  and  has  been
my source of music inspiration. It is going to be really fun –
he is a really good interviewer, and a different person these
days. Since he lost the weight, he is nicer. I think that’s
what happened to both of us – we both lost weight, and now we
are nicer. At least, that’s what people tell me. You tell me
when you watch – do I still have the bitch in me?

Related Link: Tori Spelling Calls Dean McDermott Her Soul Mate

Last season, we interviewed Millionairess Beth Shak.  She
ended up surprising us all by bringing her “gay husband” on
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the date with her.  What shockers can we expect  to see this
season?

We only have one millionairess this season. I wanted more, but
Bravo didn’t want it. They had a nightmare with the women last
season. But, we do have one woman who is British and owns a
stripping facility. She probably makes Shawna look sane. When
you see this girl, you’ll have to tell me what you think. I
give her the most amazing guy, and she doesn’t see it.

Are there any celebrities out there who you’d like to help
find love?

Well, I probably would put George Clooney in boot camp with
Tiger Woods, Jesse James, and Arnold Schwarzenegger. Although,
I think George is a serial monogamous. He dates someone for
two years, and then gives his woman a parting gift. He is like
Simon Cowell — you get cash and a car. He is not as bad as
Tiger, Jesse, and Arnold though. They are in a world of their
own.

Other than that, I would probably want to help Sandra Bullock,
because I feel so bad for her. I would set her up with someone
outside of Hollywood.

In fact, there are a lot of girls in Hollywood that need to
look for love off of the red carpet. J. Lo is going to be one
of them. It’s like I’ve said: no Hollywood husband is safe.
She needs an entrepreneur, who lets her shine on the carpet;
who has way more money that she does, like billionaire status;
who gives her the world, but lets her walk the carpet alone.
Because  her  life  with  Marc  Anthony  was  like  they
were competing in the boardroom and in the bedroom. It’s never
going to work. I knew it wouldn’t work. I mean, she was
literally unengaged to Ben Affleck for five minutes, and then
went straight to Marc Anthony and married him a week later. It
was ridiculous.

What are your thoughts on Jennifer Aniston?



We don’t know what goes on behind closed doors. But, the guy
she is with now is pretty good for her. He produces and writes
major movies, and he acts. He is a triple-play for her, which
is a good fit for her right now. I’m hoping that they work
out. And I hope his Ex finds someone, but if not, she can give
me a call.

What advice would you give to singles in New York City based
on your experience last season?

The problem is that there are five women to one guy and the
men in NYC know that they have the power, whereas in LA, it is
much closer to 50/50.  For women, it is a terrible thing to be
in  a  city  where  you  feel  like  you  don’t  have  power.
Eventually, they get bitter.  So one of the rules I would say
to single girls in NYC is keep your appearances up — look
good, hit the gym, put some lipstick on — and then be nice to
the men.  They might notice you more if you are sweet and not
bitter towards them.

If  you  could  share  five  tough  dating  rules  that  everyone
should live by, what would they be?

1) TMI — too much information.
2) Two-drink maximum. Women tend to share too much information
when they drink too much, and then the guy gets scared…and
they are no longer dating.
3) Let the man lead, and if you are the man, lead!
4) No sex before monogamy is my fourth rule.  Obviously, this
one is a major rule.  If you sleep with him too soon, you may
feel like you are in love, even if he is a loser.
5) My last rule would probably be that if you’re dating, but
nothing is working for you, don’t fret.  The right man or
woman is probably just around the corner.  It’s usually those
down times that you have to give in to. Once you give in to
it, the phone will start ringing.  I learned that lesson the
hard way.
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Or, if you’re still in doubt, refer to what the matchmaker
often says, “It’s all in the kiss!”

Keep your eye out for the Season Premiere of BRAVO’s The
Millionaire Matchmaker 5, Monday 8/15 @ 9/8c

Tori Spelling Offers to Plan
Shannen Doherty’s Wedding

Tori  Spelling  has
taken her wedding planning to the next level by offering a
helping hand to former 9021 co-star Shannen Doherty, according
to People.  Spelling, who has been keeping busy with her new
show Tori and Dean: sTORIbook Weddings, would like to help
Doherty plan as part of a yet-to-be-titled WE TV series next
year.  Spelling was approached by ET Canada about whether or
not  she  would  be  interested  in  helping  Doherty  with  her
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wedding,  and  Tori  quickly  replied  “I’ll  do  the  wedding”
although she doesn’t know what kind of wedding she wants.
 Whatever her friend may want, Tori Spelling is up for the
challenge!

How can you include your friends in wedding plans?

Cupid’s Advice:

Even though your wedding is your special day, it can also be a
good idea to include your friends in your wedding plans in
order to take some of the stress off of yourself and your
family.  Cupid has some ideas:

1. Theme suggestions: The theme of your wedding is something
that everyone who attends will remember, and it sets your big
day apart from everyone else’s.  Have a brainstorming session
with your friends, and make it into a party.

2. Opinions: Yes, your special day is “all about you”, but if
you don’t want to be a birdezilla, let your friends share
their thoughts on the wedding plans without totally shutting
them down.  Show that you care about what they have to say and
actually listen.

3. Bridesmaids dress selection: The one thing every bridesmaid
dreads is having to wear a hideous dress that gets stuck in
the back of her closet, never to be seen again.  So instead of
forcing your friends to wear something just to make you happy,
why not allow them to have some say in what they will wear?

Do you have any ideas on how you can include your friends in
wedding plans? Share your thoughts below.



Dean  McDermott  Dazzles  Tori
Spelling  With  Anniversary
Ring

Tori  Spelling’s
husband, Dean McDermott, surprised her on their fifth wedding
anniversary with a Neil Lane antique ring featuring a pink
pearl from the 1800’s.  “Every year he gives me a ‘wedding
ring,’” Spelling tweeted.  The couple had a romantic dinner at
L.A.’s  Scarpetta  eatery  for  their  anniversary.   As  for
Mother’s day, she received a red Goyard weekend bag from her
man.  “Obsessed!” she wrote.

What are some creative anniversary traditions?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having  creative  anniversary  traditions  are  exciting,  but
coming up with one can be quite difficult.  But don’t worry;
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Cupid has a few ideas:

1.  Hers/His  favorite  items:  What  is  your  special  someone
obsessed with?  Surprise her every anniversary with different
varieties her favorite item (i.e. a specific piece of jewelery
or part of a music box collection).

2. Vacation: Who doesn’t love going on trips?  He or she will
definitely appreciate a vacation to can relax and de-stress.
 Visit a new location each year.

3. Frames: Pictures are a wonderful way to capture memories. 
Why not gift your significant other with a picture of the best
time you both spent together that year?

What  is  your  anniversary  tradition?  Share  with  a  comment
below.

Tori  Spelling  and  Dean
McDermott Are Expecting Third
Child
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Tori  Spelling
tweeted a special announcement on Monday, one that’s been a
long  time  coming.   “I  know  there  has  been  a  lot  of
speculation,  so  I  wanted  everyone  to  hear  from  me…It’s
official…Dean and I are pregnant!!!”  The actress effectively
confirmed the persistent rumor that Spelling, 37, is expecting
her third child with Dean McDermott.  Speculation started
after  Spelling  attended  the  GLAD  awards  on  Sunday  in  Los
Angeles.  The former 90210 star and McDermott are currently
starring in their own reality show, Tori & Dean: sTORIbook
Weddings on Oxygen.

What changes do parents go through when they add a third child
to the family?

Cupid’s Advice:

Tori Spelling and Dean McDermott are proud parents to son
Liam, 4 and daughter Stella, 2 1/2, and are excited to add a
third  member  to  the  family.   That  said,  there’s  a  big
difference between raising two and three kids.  Cupid’s got
some things to expect:

1. Middle child situation: With three kids, you naturally have
the “forgotten” or middle child, the oldest child that gets
all the attention and the youngest child that gets babied.



 Try  your  hardest  not  to  let  your  kids  fall  into  these
stereotypes.

2. Jealousy: When you start adding more than one child to your
family, jealousy rears its head and the child who used to get
all of the attention is all of the sudden forced to share.
 Make sure you teach your kids that sharing is important from
an early age.

3. More expenses: With three kids instead of two, that means
more  everything.   It’s  means  more  food,  more  room,  more
medical bills and more clothes.  Make sure you can afford a
third child before you have one.

Have some suggestions on how to handle a big family?  Comment
below.

Tori  Spelling  &  Dean
McDermott  Give  Each  Other
Mani-Pedis
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90210  star  Tori
Spelling and her family seem to always be making news.  This
week is no different, with  Spelling’s husband, Home Sweet
Hollywood  star  Dean  McDermott,  recently  telling  InTouch
Magazine all about his family’s interesting hobbies.  One of
their favorites?  Mani-pedis.  “I call it ‘Male Polish,’” said
McDermott.  “We started doing each other’s nails, and I love
it.  I’m wearing blue right now on my toes!  I don’t know why
everyone doesn’t do it!”  Spelling adds, “I wanted to paint my
nails gun metal for the night, so I borrowed [Dean’s] nail
polish.”   The  couple’s  young  children  also  like  to
participate.  “Whenever we can, they come get manicures and
pedicures with us and they love it!” said McDermott.  “Liam
has blue and red on his toes like Spider-Man this week and
green on his fingernails like The Hulk.”What are some fun
bonding activities for you and your partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

You  don’t  always  need  a  reservation  at  an  extravagant
restaurant to make your date memorable.  Try partaking in some
fun activities  for easy laughs and quality one-on-one time.
 Cupid has a few ideas:

1. Board game:  Open up your cupboard and fish out an old
board game, like Monopoly or Risk.  Though you may have to
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dust off the game pieces,  you and your beau will appreciate
the simple and amusing activity.

2. Movie exploration:  Try finding some old movies neither of
you  have  seen  in  ages.   Funny  80s  movies,  like  Ferris
Bueller’s  Day  Off,  will  have  you  laughing  hysterically
together.

3. Video games:  If your partner is into video games, then he
will have fun teaching you how to play.  If you’re the one
crazy about them, then you’ll enjoy watching him squirm as you
repeatedly beat him.  Your prowess in shooting zombies or
braving the difficult stages of Guitar Hero will be sure to
impress (or embarrass).  Either way, you’ll both be rolling on
the carpet.

Tori  Spelling  Scared  Hubby
Dean McDermott May Cheat
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As reported in US Magazine, Tori Spelling (90210) has been
happily married to Dean McDermott (Santa Baby 2) since 2006,
when they eloped on a private island in Fiji.  To celebrate
their fourth anniversary last month, they invited guests to
see them renew their promises of love and they recited their
vows in a sandbox while their kids played at their feet!  With
what seems like unconditional love, why does Spelling, in her
new book, Uncharted terriTORI, reveal her concern that
McDermott may cheat on her?

How can you overcome fears of infidelity despite having a
strong relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Partnerships are a mix of both good and bad twists and turns,
which no one can truly prepare for.  However, fear of betrayal
can be prevented with some strategic planning and simple
faith.  See how Cupid breaks it down for you:

1. Love: Just show it.  Don’t hide it, and don’t smother the
other person.  This should come naturally, and should be
enough to keep your mind from your worries.

2. Trust: If you’ve chosen to marry someone, trust should
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already be ingrained into your relationship.  It’s natural to
have doubts; take time to talk to your partner about them.

3. Live your life: All the planning in the world can’t promise
faithfulness, but your best defense is to love your mate, and
ensure they’re a part of your life mentally, emotionally, and
physically.  If they are thinking of you, there won’t be room
for others.


